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equivalent to the hypothesis of measurable cardinal existence. The question is considered: for
what nonstandard bounded t all points of X are t-nearstandard [4], where X is a non-rarefied
compact. It is shown that any standard set including such t must be measurable. Moreover,
for such t all t-standard points of X are standard.
[1] Vladimir Kanovei, Unsolvable hypothesis in the internal set theory of Edward Nelson,
Russian Mathematical Surveys, vol. 46 (1991), no. 6, pp. 3–50.
[2] Edward Nelson, Internal set theory: a new approach to nonstandard analysis, Bulletin
of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 83 (1977), no. 6, pp. 1165–1198.
[3] Marina Prokhorova, External analog of the choice axiom in IST, IMM UrBr Russian
Academy of Sciences, Ekaterinburg, 1999, 23 pp., Dep. VINITI 29.10.99, N 3246-B99.
, On the relative near-standardness in IST, Siberian Mathematical Journal, vol.
[4]
39 (1998), no. 3, pp. 518–521.
I SAEED SALEHI, Unprovability of Herbrand consistency in weak arithmetics.

Turku Center for Computer Sciences, Lemminkaisenkatu 14A, 4-th floor, FIN-20520, Turku.
E-mail: saeed@cs.utu.fi.
By Herbrand’s theorem, a theory T is consistent if and only if every finite set of its Skolem
instances is (propositionally) satisfiable.
Herbrand Consistency of a theory T can be formalized as: “for any set of terms, say Λ,
there is an evaluation on Λ which satisfies all the available Skolem instances of T ”.
Provability or unprovability of Herbrand Consistency of weak arithmetics (i.e., proper
fragments of I∆0 + Exp) in themselves had been an open problem since 1981 (see [2]).
In this paper, we modify the above definition such that its negation gives a real Herbrand
proof of contradiction, even when Exp is not available and show the unprovability of Herbrand Consistency of I∆0 (with the modified definition which is implied by the old one) in
itself.
This incompleteness theorem has been shown for I∆0 + Ω2 by Adamowicz [1], also in
another unpublished paper, for I∆0 + Ω1 .
[1] Z. Adamowicz and P. Zbierski, On Herbrand type consistency in weak theories, to
appear in Archive for Mathematical Logic.
[2] J. Paris and A. Wilkie, ∆0 -sets and induction, in Proceedings of the Jadwisin Logic
Conference, Poland, Leeds University Press, 1981, pp. 237–248.
I PETER M. SCHUSTER, Strong versus uniform continuity: a constructive round.

Mathematisches Institut, Universität München, Theresienstrasse 39, 80333 München, Germany.
E-mail: pschust@rz.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de.
In the setting of constructive mathematics à la Bishop, uniform continuity is related to
strong continuity—that is, the second-order functionality notion naturally associated with
apartness spaces. The guiding questions are whether strong continuity in general differs from
uniform continuity, and—supposing that it be so—under which circumstances they coincide,
and in which instances they are interchangeable.
A mapping between metric spaces is called strongly continuous provided that if the images
of two subspaces lie apart from each other, then so do the original subspaces. Every such
mapping is pointwise continuous; more specifically, the pointwise continuity of any mapping
requires the defining condition of strong continuity only from pairs of subspaces that contain
at least one singleton. Moreover, any mapping is uniformly continuous if and only if its
two-fold cartesian product is strongly continuous; whence strong continuity follows from
uniform continuity, with which it is classically equivalent.
The well-known constructive intermediate value theorems, usually proved for uniformly

2001 European Summer Meeting. ofthe Association for Symbolic Logic.
Logic Colloquium '01. Vienna. Austria. August 6-11. 2001 .
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Articles should bc cxpository or survey papers of broad interestthat are accessible to a
wide audience of logicians. They may deal with any areas of logic including mathematical or
philosophical logic. logic in computer science or linguistics.the historyor philosophy of logic.
and applications of logic to other fields.
Communicationsshould be announcements of importantnew resultsand ideas in any aspect
oflogic: theymay be short papers in theirfinalformor prcliminaryannouncements (extended
abstracts. position papers) of longcr. full papers that will bc published elscwhere. In any case.
they should include. in addition to a description of the new results or ideas. enough history.
background. and explanation to make the significanceofthe work apparent to a wide audience.
Communicationswill be quickly refereedand published withinsix months ofthe submission of
finalversions.
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Submitted manuscriptsshould bc typewrittcnwith wide margins and with double spacing
between the lines. or prepared with a word processor. such as I5TrfXor Microsoft Word. Two
copies ofthe manuscriptshould be sent to theeditor. and the author should also keep a complete
copy and the electronicfilcfromwhich the submittedcopy was prepared. if a word processor
was used. Afterthe paper is acceptcd in its finalform.an electroniccopy will be appreciatcd and
will advance the final publication datc of the paper. especially if it is in LTgX or ^Vf^-LTrfX.
The Journal and the Bullhtin of Symbolic Logic are typesetin a version of^Vf^-L^TrfX.
using a stylefilewhichis posted on the ASL Websitc.http: //www.aslonline. org. along with
instructionsforits use. Fiftyorfprintsofeach article are supplied at no charge. and additional
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